
HUMANITY KIND OR CRUEL

A psychologist explains why humans are so terrible to each other. about our psychology, about our susceptibility to this
kind of violence?.

As researcher Hidehiko Takahashi found through the use of fMRI scans, intense envy activates physical pain
nodes in our brain's anterior cingulate cortex; conversely, our mind's reward centers are fired up when people
we envy suffer misfortune, which results in feelings of schadenfreude. These acts show human kindness, but
humans are also capable of being evil. But the continued existence of war shows that our species never
abandoned its propensity for proactive aggression. Mutant stopped about ten meters short of the finish line
thinking he had won the race. Adam Lana was a cruel man who did a very evil thing. The best way to counter
schadenfreude is probably to nullify its source: envy. From tired veterans to doctors, many people ran toward
danger to assist the wounded in any way they could. Related Papers. The ethics of stopping hurricanes: 3
questions British primatologist Richard Wrangham offers a somewhat unsettling view that a certain kind of
violence may have enabled the rise of human kindness. Thus, we feel schadenfreude because our self-worth
does not exist in a bubble; it is relative. Also a Principal in the Boswell Group , Dr. Evil is a word that is often
times used to describe the human race. Since the beginning of time there have been acts of evilness in the
world. Hire Writer Another show of kindness was displayed on December 2, , when Spanish athlete Ivan
Fernando Anyway gave up a victory in a race to do the right thing. Proactive aggression probably first evolved
with hunting behavior, then adapted itself to intergroup aggression, and then to the kinds of planned
executions within groups Wrangham describes. Even a king's accomplishments are nothing in the grand
scheme of things, and set against the incomprehensible grandness of this universe the difference between an
emperor and a peasant is nothing. The people responded. His examples vary in time and place, from Inuits to
Aboriginal Australians, but they follow a similar pattern. Our planet is a lonely speck in the great enveloping
cosmic dark. Of course I'm not. There will always be evil, that will never change, but there will always be
kindness too. Relationships dominated by cruelty are usually generated by experiences of shame, humiliation,
dread, fearfulness, and being subjected to cruelty, and governed by the imperative of causing others to
experience the same and asserting control to try to reverse the original traumatic paradigm of helplessness and
disempowerment. We need a culture less obsessed with power and honor and more concerned with
mindfulness and dignity. The Monitor regrets the error.


